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Description

[0001] This application claims the benefits of the priority based on Taiwan Patent Application with the Publication No. 201018799 published on May 16, 2010.

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0002] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention provides a multi-staged hinge assembly for a portable electrical device that is capable of driving a portable electrical device to automatically tilt after sliding.

Descriptions of the Related Art


[0005] According to the advancement of the manufacturing processes and mobile communication technologies, portable electrical devices are becoming increasingly popular and also gradually miniaturized in size. With different designed structures, the portable electrical devices can provide more diversified operational styles to satisfy the various needs of users.

[0006] For example, to allow users to browse information displayed on the screens of the portable electrical devices more clearly and input relatively complex instructions, the portable electrical devices now tend to be designed with both a larger and wider display and a keyboard comprising multiple keys. Because these components occupy a large volume, common portable electrical devices currently available are mostly of a clamshell or slide design for convenient use.

[0007] The operation for a portable electrical device 1 of a slide design is shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B. The portable electrical device 1 comprises a first body portion 11 and a second body portion 13, in which the first body portion 11 is provided with a keyboard 111 and the second body portion 13 is provided with a display 131. In more detail, FIG. 1A illustrates a configuration where the portable electrical device 1 is closed. In this configuration, the portable electrical device 1 mainly exposes the display 131 at the front of the second body portion 13 and keys 15 located at the side to apply general operations such as simple instruction input, incoming call answering and so on. In reference to FIG. 1B, when the input of a relatively complex instruction with the keyboard is needed, the second body portion 13 can be slid with respect to the first body portion 11 to expose the keyboard 111.

[0008] Hence, when using the conventional portable electrical device, the user can only rely on himself or herself to adjust the portable electrical device to a particular angle with respect to the users’ eyes for comfortable watching depending on different use conditions and environmental brightness. In other words, when the user operates the portable electrical device at different operational conditions (e.g., held in a hand or put on a desk), the optimal viewing angle of the portable electrical device varies. Hence, using the portable electrical device under different conditions by only adjusting the orientation in which it is held in the hand by the user would fail to satisfy the user’s needs during an extended time of use, thereby causing inconvenience.

[0009] In view of this, the invention provides a multi-staged hinge assembly for a portable electrical device, which allows the user to use different tilt angles depending on different use conditions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] One objective of this invention is to provide a multi-staged hinge assembly and a portable electrical device. Because the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention uses a non-circular spindle in conjunction with movable components that have different axial holes and movement between the movable components is actuated by cam structures, sleeves that are needed in conventional hinge assemblies are eliminated straightforwardly, which results in a simpler construction, smaller overall volume, higher assembling efficiency and consequently lower costs. Therefore, the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention is especially suitable for portable electrical devices of the slide type.

[0011] Another objective of this invention is to provide a multi-staged hinge assembly and a portable electrical device. With the cam structures, the elastic components can provide a pre-compressed elastic energy to tilt the particular structures of the portable electrical device to an angle automatically after the sliding movement. Then, the user may make further adjustments to the angle as desired so that the portable electrical device using the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention can present different tilt angles for watching to satisfy the diversified needs.

[0012] This invention provides a multi-staged hinge assembly, which comprises a spindle, an elastic device, a first movable component and a second movable component. The elastic device, the first movable component and the second movable component are sequentially disposed onto the spindle, with each of the first movable component and the second movable component with a respective cam structure. The first movable component is adapted to travel in a non-rotating displacement towards a direction away from the first portion along the spindle when being subjected to an axial thrust from the elastic device, whereas the second movable component is adapted to travel in a non-displacing rotation in response to an action resulting from the cam structures.
Additionally, this invention further provides a portable electrical device, which comprises a first body portion, a second body portion, a sliding module and the aforesaid multi-staged hinge assembly. Each of the sliding module and the multi-staged hinge assembly is connected to the first body portion and the second body portion so that by combining the slide module and the multi-staged hinge assembly, the second body portion is capable of sliding and then rotating with respect to the first body portion. In this way, the two body portions of the portable electrical device rotate with respect to each other in response to the action resulting from the multi-staged hinge assembly. Moreover, the two body portions may further form different angles therebetween to facilitate the user's operation. With the technology disclosed by this invention, the second body portion can slide and then be tilted automatically at a predetermined angle with respect to the first body portion, and the second body portion can be adjusted to any tilt angle within a specific range depending on the user's preferences and environmental conditions to provide a multi-staged hinge assembly of a free stop design. Alternatively, the partial structures of the multi-staged hinge assembly may be modified so that after the second body portion is automatically tilted at the predetermined angle, the user may further apply a force to rotate the second body portion automatically to another predetermined angle to make the so-called click-point adjustment. Of course, the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention may be designed with a plurality of click points to satisfy the different needs of users and deliver the optimal effect.

The detailed technology and preferred embodiments implemented for the subject invention are described in the following paragraphs accompanying the appended drawings for people skilled in this field to well appreciate the features of the claimed invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 1A and 1B are schematic views illustrating the operation of a conventional portable electrical device of a slide type;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view of a multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention in another configuration;
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention in a further configuration;
FIGS. 5A and 5B are schematic views of a portable electrical device incorporating the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention in a closed configuration;
FIGS. 6A and 6B are schematic views of the portable electrical device of this invention in an open configuration after sliding;
FIGS. 7A and 7B are schematic views of the portable electrical device of this invention in an automatic tilting configuration;
FIGS. 8A and 8B are schematic views of the portable electrical device of this invention in another operational configuration; and
FIGS. 9A and 9B are schematic views of other embodiments of the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

FIG. 2 depicts the first embodiment of this invention, which is a multi-staged hinge assembly 2. The multi-staged hinge assembly 2 comprises a stopper 20, a spindle 21, an elastic device 23, a first movable component 25 and a second movable component 27. The spindle 21 is in the form of a long rod, and for purposes of disclosure and description, the spindle 21 may be defined to comprise a first portion 21a and a second portion 21b. The stopper 20 is fixed on the first portion 21a of the spindle 21 opposite the first movable component 25, and the elastic device 23 is disposed onto the first portion 21a between the stopper 20 and the first movable component 25. The elastic device 23 has two opposite ends abutted against the stopper 20 and the first movable component 25 respectively.

In this embodiment, the elastic device 23 includes a spring, preferably a pre-compressed spring (i.e., pre-stored with elastic energy), that is disposed onto the first portion 21a of the spindle 21. Conceivably, the maximum distance between the stopper 20 and the first movable component 25 must not exceed the free length of the spring (i.e., a length of the spring when no compressive force is applied thereon). Thus, the spring is initially held in a pre-compressed state so that when the elastic force thereof is released, an axial thrust is applied along the spindle 21. Furthermore, because one end of the spring abuts against the stopper 20 that is fixed, the axial thrust will be released from the first portion 21a towards the second portion 21b so that the first movable component 25 tends to be forcedly moved towards a direction away from the first portion 21a. However, instead of being limited to a spring, the elastic device 23 may also be made of other elastic elements in other embodiments, and may be readily substituted by those of ordinary skill in the art.

To achieve the tendency of the aforesaid movement in this embodiment, the spindle 21 is designed with a non-circular cross-section, and the first movable component 25 is formed with a first axial hole (not shown) with a non-circular cross-section complementary to that of the spindle 21. With the first axial hole, the first movable component 25 can be movably disposed onto the spindle 21. Conceivably, as the spindle 21 and the first movable component 25 are fitted together by the non-circular cross-sections, movement of the first movable component 25 on the spindle 21 is restricted. In other words, the first movable component 25 is restricted from rotating...
over the spindle 21 but is only allowed to displace axially on the spindle 21, i.e., to move in a non-rotating displacement.

[0019] Next, the relationships between the first movable component 25 and the second movable component 27 will be further described. Both the first movable component 25 and the second movable component 27 are substantially disposed onto the second portion 21b of the spindle 21. Unlike the first movable component 25 comprising a non-circular first axial hole, the second movable component 27 comprises a second axial hole (not shown) which has a substantially circular cross-section for the spindle 21 to penetrate therethrough. With the fitment of the non-circular cross-section of the spindle 21 and the second axial hole with circular cross-section of the second movable component 27, the second movable component 27 can move in a non-displacing rotation over the spindle 21.

[0020] To drive the second movable component 27 to rotate by the first movable component 25, the first movable component 25 and the second movable component 27 are designed to have a first cam structure 251 and a second cam structure 271 respectively. The first cam structure 251 is formed on the first movable component 25 at an end opposite the elastic device 23, and the second cam structure 271 is formed on the second movable component 27 at an end abutting against the first cam structure 251. Specifically, each of the cam structures are substantially formed with an inclined surface; i.e., the first cam structure 251 of the first movable component 25 comprises a first inclined surface 251a, and the second cam structure 271 of the second movable component 27 comprises a second inclined surface 271a. The first inclined surface 251a is operatively associated with the second inclined surface 271a in such a way that the second inclined surface 271a can slide relative to the first inclined surface 251a. The first inclined surface 251a further comprises a first engagement end 251b, and the second inclined surface 271a further comprises a second engagement end 271b. The second engagement end 271b is operatively associated with the first engagement end 251b in such a way that when the second inclined surface 271a slides to a predetermined extent with respect to the first inclined surface 251a, the second engagement end 271b will be stopped by abutting against the first engagement end 251b.

[0021] In reference to both FIGS. 2 and 3, when the elastic device 23 applies the axial thrust toward the second portion 21b along the spindle 21 so that the first movable component 25 is forced to move in a non-rotating displacement away from the first portion 21a (i.e., towards the second portion 21b), the first movable component 25 which can only move in a non-rotating displacement on the spindle 21 will drive the second movable component 27 to travel in a non-displacing rotation on the spindle 21 because through the interaction of the first cam structure 251 and the second cam structure 271, the second inclined surface 271a of the second movable component 27 is adapted to slide relative to the first inclined surface 251a of the first movable component 25. Consequently, the second cam structure 271 is rotated from a first position shown in FIG. 2 to a second position shown in FIG. 3.

[0022] In reference to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4, the multi-staged hinge assembly 2 may further comprise a third movable component 29 with a third axial hole (not shown) for the spindle 21 to penetrate therethrough. Similar to the second axial hole of the second movable component 27, the third axial hole of the third movable component 29 also has a substantially circular cross-section. Thus, the third movable component 29 is disposed onto the second portion 21b of the spindle 21 and rotatably engages with the second movable component 27 at one end opposite the first movable component 25 (i.e., the second movable component 27 is disposed between the first movable component 25 and the third movable component 29). When the second movable component 27 rotates from the first position shown in FIG. 2 to the second position shown in FIG. 3, the third movable component 29 also rotates synchronously with the second movable component 27.

[0023] As shown, the second movable component 27 and the third movable component 29 further comprise a male structure 275 and a female structure 291 respectively for operatively associating with each other so that the third movable component 29 is adapted to engage with the second movable component 27. In some cases, the third movable component 29 may also move in a non-displacing rotation relative to the second movable component 27 similarly. For example, the male structure 275 is formed on the second movable component 27 at an end engaged with the third movable component 29, and the female structure 291 is formed on the third movable component 29 at an end engaged with the second movable component 27. In reference to both FIGS. 3 and 4, the male structure 275 is a protrusion, while the female structure 291 comprises at least two recesses. The protrusion is adapted to engage with each of the recesses respectively. When the second movable component 27 and the third movable component 29 are at the second position as shown in FIG. 3, a further external force applied to the third movable component 29 will drive the third movable component 29 to rotate with respect to the second movable component 27 to have the male structure 275 engage with another female structure 291 instead. As a result, the third movable component 29 is rotated from the second position shown in FIG. 3 to the third position shown in FIG. 4 with respect to the second movable component 27. It should be noted that what is illustrated above is only for purposes of description rather than limitation. In other embodiments, the male structure 275 and the female structure 291 may further be other complementary structures. Moreover, there may be more male structures 275 and female structures 291 so that the third movable component 29 can be rotated to more than two positions with respect to the second movable
component 27.

[0024] With the design of this embodiment, when the first movable component 25 travels in the non-rotating displacement, the second movable component 27 and the third movable component 29 will travel together in the non-displacing rotation accordingly and the third movable component 29 may further rotate with respect to the second movable component 27.

[0025] It should be noted that, the multi-staged hinge assembly 2 disclosed in this embodiment uses the non-circular spindle 21 in conjunction with the different movable components 25, 27, 29 to bring about necessary relative movement. Through the different designs of the cross-sections of the axial holes, the inclined surfaces or the cam structures, different directions and angles of rotation may be obtained. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the spindle 21 is fixed while the second movable component 27 and the third movable component 29 can rotate with respect to the spindle 21; however, as can be known from the principle of relative movement, arrangements where the third movable component 29 is fixed and the spindle 21 moves relative thereto may also be used in practice, which will be readily appreciable by those of ordinary skill in the art based on concepts of this invention.

[0026] FIGS. 5A to 8B depict another embodiment of this invention, which is a portable electrical device 5 comprising the aforesaid multi-staged hinge assembly 2. The portable electrical device 5 mainly comprises a first body portion 51, a second body portion 53, a sliding module (not shown) and the multi-staged hinge assembly 2 disclosed in the aforesaid embodiment. Both the sliding module and the multi-staged hinge assembly 2 are connected to the first body portion 51 and the second body portion 53 respectively. In this embodiment, the portable electrical device 5 is provided with two multi-staged hinge assemblies 2, the detailed structure and operations of which are just as set forth in the above embodiment and will not be described again herein. Additionally, as the conventional portable electrical device 1 shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B, the first body portion 51 of this embodiment may further comprise a keyboard (not shown) and the second body portion 53 may further comprise a display (not shown). However, the main difference lies in that with the multi-staged hinge assembly 2, the first body portion 51 and the second body portion 53 of this embodiment are able to rotate relative to each other, which would be unable for the conventional portable electrical device 1.

[0027] In more detail, the second body portion 53 of the portable electrical device 5 is connected to the third movable component 29 of the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 by means of a connecting member 55b. The stopper 20 is fixedly and integrally connected to the spindle 21 to form a single piece. The first body portion 51 is connected to the stopper 20 of the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 by means of another connecting member 55b. In reference to FIGS. 5A and 5B, only one of the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 will be described below.

In the initial closed configuration of the portable electrical device 5, the first body portion 51, the second body portion 53 and the third movable component 29 abut against each other, i.e., a lower edge 56 of the second body portion 53 abuts against an upper edge 54 of the first body portion 51. Therefore, in this configuration, the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 are restricted from any movement, with the elastic device 23 being kept at a pre-compressed state (e.g., a spring in a pre-compressed state).

[0028] Further, in reference to FIGS. 6A and 6B, when the keyboard needs to be operated or a wider display field is needed, the user may slide the second body portion 53 along the surface 52 of the first body portion 51 under the guide of the sliding module to expose the keyboard (usually arranged on the surface 52). Accordingly, the portable electrical device 5 turns from the closed configuration into an open configuration for the user to input instructions into the portable electrical device 5 through the keyboard.

[0029] Once the second body portion 53 guided by the sliding module slides to the position shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B, the detent force generated when the lower edge 56 of the second body portion 53 abuts against the upper edge 54 of the first body portion 51 disappears and the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 are no longer restricted from movement. Then, the elastic energy of the pre-compressed elastic device 23 is released to rotate the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 from the first position shown in FIG. 2 to the second position shown in FIG. 3, in which case the portable electrical device 5 exhibits a relative positional relationship between the first body portion 51 and the second body portion 53 as shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B. In reference to both FIGS. 2 and 3, in this stage, due to the engagement of the male structure 275 of the second movable component 27 and the female structure 291 of the third movable component 29, the third movable component 29 rotates synchronously with the second movable component 27 without any relative rotation therewith. Also, because the stopper 20 is connected integrally to the first body portion 51 by means of the connecting member 55b, the connecting member 55a and the third movable component 29 will automatically result with a corresponding rotation while the first body portion 51 and the connecting member 55b remains stationary. That is, the second body portion 53 will rotate automatically with respect to the first body portion 51 to provide an automatic tilting effect. The rotation that automatically tilts the second body portion 53 will stop until the first engagement end 251b and the second engagement end 271b of the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 are engaged with each other (i.e., the second position shown in FIG. 3). At this point, the second body portion 53 forms a tilt angle θ with the first body portion 51. Substantially, the tilt angle θ may be about 0° to 20°, which is well suitable for general handheld use conditions.

[0030] In reference to FIGS. 8A and 8B, the user may further adjust the tilt angle of the second body portion 53
with respect to the first body portion 51. Specifically, the user may apply a force to rotate the second body portion 53 to a larger tilt angle θ'. In practice, the tilt angle θ' may be about 20° to 50° and larger than the tilt angle θ, which is well suitable for use in conditions where the portable electrical device 5 is placed flat on a table.

[0031] During this stage, as shown in FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, the tilt angle is adjusted by changing the relative position between the female structures 291 of the third movable component 29 and the male structure 275 of the second movable component 27. When subjected to a force, the third movable component 29 will rotate with respect to the second movable component 27; i.e., the male structure 275 (i.e., the protrusion) of the second movable component 27 will not slide from one recess to another of the female structure 291 and be engaged. Once the male structure 275 slides through the dome portion where the two female structures 291 join with each other, the protrusion can slide along the dome portion to rotate the third movable component 29 from the second position to the third position with the elastic energy released from the elastic device 23 and effect between the male structure 275 and the female structures 291 even if the user stops applying the force to the second body portion 53. Accordingly, the second body portion 53 of the portable electrical device 5 automatically rotates from the previous tilt angle θ to another predetermined angle θ' to accomplish the so-called click point adjustment. Of course, the multi-staged hinge assemblies 2 of this invention may also have a plurality of click points to satisfy the different needs of the users and deliver an optimal effect.

[0032] It should be noted that the dome portion where the two female structures 291 join with each other is only provided as an example but not for purposes of limitation. Rather, the male structure 275 and the female structures 291 may be designed differently depending on practical needs. For example, as shown in FIG. 9A, the male structure 275 and the female structures 291 are formed of a material with a large friction coefficient, and the protrusion of the male structure 275 and the recesses of the female structures 291 have modified tip ends so that they are flatter. In addition, the distance between the two female structures 291 of the third movable component 29 is extended to form a flat portion. In this case, during the rotation of the third movable component 29 from the aforesaid second position to the third position, if the user does not further apply a force, the male structure 275 may temporarily come to a stop on the flat portion of the third movable component 29, i.e., between these female structures 291, due to the static friction between the protrusion and the flat portion. This provides a free stop effect which lasts until the user has decided an optimal viewing angle.

[0033] In another example as shown in FIG. 9B, if respective contact surfaces of the second movable component 27 and the third movable component 29 are formed of materials with a sufficiently large friction coefficient and the elastic device has a large elastic coefficient (i.e., with large elastic energy), the male structure 275 and the female structures 291 may even be eliminated and, instead, the static friction generated when the contact surfaces of the second movable component 27 and the third movable component 29 abut against each other may be used directly for position purposes. In this case, when the third movable component 29 rotates from the aforesaid second position to the third position, the third movable component 29 may temporarily come to a stop with respect to the surface of the second movable component 27 if the user does not further apply a force.

[0034] Furthermore, another way to increase the friction between the contact surfaces is to form the recesses of the female structures 291 and the protrusion of the male structure 275 as a plurality of complementary fine structures, e.g., a plurality of complementary fine grooves, which may also provide multiple options of relative angles between the second body portion 27 and the first body portion 25. In other words, those skilled in the art may provide the second body portion 53 with multiple tilt angles through different designs of the male structure 275 and the female structures 291.

[0035] According to the above description, the multi-staged hinge assembly of this invention and the portable electrical device comprising the multi-staged hinge assembly use a spindle with non-circular cross-section in conjunction with cam structures of a plurality of movable components, which results in a simpler construction, smaller volume, reduced assembling time and lower costs of the multi-staged hinge assembly. In a portable electrical device comprising the multi-staged hinge assembly, subsequent to the relative sliding movement, the body portion will firstly be tilted at a particular tilt angle automatically, and then the user may further adjust the body portion to any desired angle depending on different conditions. Therefore, it is surely convenient for use.

[0036] The above disclosure is related to the detailed technical contents and inventive features thereof. People skilled in this field may proceed with a variety of modifications and replacements based on the disclosures and suggestions of the invention as described without departing from the characteristics thereof. Nevertheless, although such modifications and replacements are not fully disclosed in the above descriptions, they have substantially been covered in the following claims as appended.

Claims

1. A multi-staged hinge assembly (2), comprising:

a spindle (21) having a first portion (21a) and a second portion (21b); an elastic device (23) being disposed onto the first portion (21a) and adapted to provide an axial thrust towards the second portion (21b); a first movable component (25) being disposed onto the second portion (21b) and comprising a
first cam structure (251) formed on the first movable component (25) at an end opposing to the elastic device (23); and a second movable component (27) being disposed onto the second portion (21b) and comprising a second cam structure (271) abutting against the first cam structure (251); characterized in that the multi-staged hinge assembly (2) further comprises a third movable component (29) disposed onto the second portion (21b) and connected with the second movable component (27) at an end opposite to the first movable component (25), wherein the first movable component (25) is adapted to travel in a non-rotating displacement towards a direction away from the first portion (21a) when the first movable component (25) is subjected to the axial thrust, whereas the second movable component (27) and the third movable component (29) are adapted to travel in a non-displacing rotation in response to an action resulting from the first cam structure (251) and the third movable component (29) is capable of further rotating with respect to the second movable component (27).

2. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the spindle (21) has a non-circular cross-section.

3. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 2, wherein the first movable component (25) comprises a first axial hole and the second movable component (27) comprises a second axial hole for the spindle (21) to penetrate therethrough, the first axial hole having a cross-section complementary to the non-circular cross-section of the spindle (21) and the second axial hole having a cross-section substantially being circular.

4. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 3, wherein the first cam structure (251) of the first movable component (25) comprises at least one first inclined surface (251a) and the second cam structure (271) of the second movable component (27) comprises at least one second inclined surface (271a), wherein the first inclined surface (251a) operatively associates with the second inclined surface (271a) to drive the second movable component (27) to travel in the non-displacing rotation from a first position to a second position when the first movable component (25) travels in the non-rotating displacement.

5. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 4, wherein the first inclined surface (251a) comprises at least one first engagement end (251b), the second inclined surface (271a) comprises at least one second engagement end (271b) corresponding to the first engagement end (251b) to constrain the second movable component (27) at the second position.

6. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 5, wherein the third movable component (29) comprises a third axial hole having a cross-section substantially being circular for the spindle (21) to penetrate therethrough.

7. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 6, wherein the second movable component (27) and the third movable component (29) are respectively formed with at least one male structure (275) and at least one female structure (291) for operatively associating with each other.

8. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 7, wherein the male structure (275) is a protrusion and the female structure (291) comprises at least two recesses which are continuously disposed, the protrusion being adapted to couple to one of the recesses respectively for the third movable component (29) to rotate with respect to the second movable component (27).

9. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 8, wherein the third movable component (29) further comprises a dome portion disposed between the recesses for the protrusion to slide thereon.

10. The multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 8, wherein the third movable component (29) further comprises a flat portion disposed between the recesses for the protrusion to be positioned thereon by virtue of a static friction therebetween.

11. The multi-staged hinge structure as claimed in claim 6, wherein each of the second movable component (27) and the third movable component (29) is formed with a contact surface to provide a static friction therebetween.

12. The multi-staged hinge structure as claimed in claim 5, further comprising a stopper (20) which is disposed onto the first portion (21a) of the spindle (21) and opposite to the first movable component (25), wherein the elastic device (23) is a spring encircling onto the first portion (21a) of the spindle (21), the elastic device (23) comprising two opposite ends abutting against the stopper (20) and the first movable component (25) respectively.

13. A portable electrical device (5), comprising:

   a first body portion (51);

   a second body portion (53);
a sliding module connecting to the first body portion (51) and the second body portion (53), the first body portion (51) having a surface (52), the second body portion (53) being capable of sliding on the first body portion (51) along the surface (52) thereof, and
the portable electrical device (5) being characterized in comprising a multi-staged hinge assembly (2) as claimed in claim 1 connecting to the first body portion (51) and the second body portion (53) so that the second body portion (53) is capable of moving in the non-displacing rotation after sliding with respect to the first body portion (51).

14. The portable electrical device (5) as claimed in claim 13, wherein the first body portion (51) further comprises a keyboard assembly disposed on the surface (52) thereof and the second body portion (53) further comprises a display.

Patentansprüche

1. Eine mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2), umfassend:

eine Spindel (21), welche einen ersten Abschnitt (21a) und einen zweiten Abschnitt (21b) aufweist;
ein elastisches Element (23), welches an dem ersten Abschnitt (21a) angeordnet und derart ausgebildet ist, eine axiale Schubkraft in Richtung des zweiten Abschnittes (21b) aufzubringen;
eine erste bewegliche Komponente (25), welche an dem zweiten Abschnitt (21b) angeordnet ist und eine erste Nockenstruktur (251) aufweist, welche an der ersten beweglichen Komponente (25) an einem Ende entgegengesetzt zu dem elastischen Element (23) ausgebildet ist; und
eine zweite bewegliche Komponente (27), welche an dem zweiten Abschnitt (21b) angeordnet ist und eine zweite Nockenstruktur (271) aufweist, welche an die erste Nockenstruktur (251) angrenzt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) weiter eine dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) umfasst, welche an dem zweiten Abschnitt (21b) angeordnet und mit der zweiten beweglichen Komponente (27) an einem Ende entgegengesetzt zu der ersten beweglichen Komponente (25) verbunden ist, wobei die erste bewegliche Komponente (25) derart ausgebildet ist, sich bei einer nichtdrehenden Verschiebung in eine Richtung von dem ersten Abschnitt (21a) wegzubewegen, wenn auf die erste bewegliche Komponente (25) die axiale Schubkraft aufgebracht wird, wobei die zweite bewegliche Komponente (27) und die dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) derart ausgebildet sind, dass sie in Antwort auf eine Bewegung durch die erste Nockenstruktur (251) in eine nicht-verschiebende Drehbewegung überführt werden und die dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) sich relativ zu der zweiten beweglichen Komponente (27) weiter drehen kann.

2. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Spindel (21) einen nicht kreisförmigen Querschnitt aufweist.

3. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 2, wobei die erste bewegliche Komponente (25) eine erste axiale Bohrung und die zweite bewegliche Komponente (27) eine zweite axiale Bohrung zur Durchführung der Spindel (21) aufweist, wobei die erste axiale Bohrung einen zu dem nicht kreisförmigen Querschnitt der Spindel (21) komplementären Querschnitt aufweist und die zweite axiale Bohrung einen Querschnitt aufweist, welcher im Wesentlichen kreisförmig ist.

4. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 3, wobei die erste Nockenstruktur (251) der ersten beweglichen Komponente (25) mindestens eine erste geneigte Fläche (251a) und die zweite Nockenstruktur (271) der zweiten beweglichen Komponente (27) mindestens eine zweite geneigte Fläche (271a) aufweist, wobei die erste geneigte Fläche (251a) operativ mit der zweiten geneigten Fläche (271a) verbunden ist, um die zweite bewegliche Komponente (27) anzutreiben, damit diese in der nicht-verschiebenden Drehbewegung von einer ersten Position in eine zweite Position überführt wird, wenn die erste bewegliche Komponente (25) in der nicht-rotierende Verschiebung überführt wird.

5. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 4, wobei die erste geneigte Fläche (251a) mindestens ein erstes Verbindungsende (251b) aufweist, die zweite geneigte Fläche (271a) mindestens ein zweites Verbindungsende (271b) aufweist, welches dem ersten Verbindungsende (251b) entspricht, um die zweite bewegliche Komponente (27) in der zweiten Position zu halten.

6. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 5, wobei die dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) eine dritte axiale Bohrung aufweist, welche einen Querschnitt aufweist, der zur Durchführung der Spindel (21) im Wesentlichen kreisförmig ausgebildet ist.

7. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach An-
spruch 6, wobei die zweite bewegliche Komponente (27) und die dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) mit mindestens einer männlichen Struktur (275) und mindestens einer weiblichen Struktur (291) zum operativen Verbinden miteinander ausgebildet sind.

8. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 7, wobei die männliche Struktur (275) und die weibliche Struktur (291) mit mindestens einer männlichen Struktur (275) und mindestens einer weiblichen Struktur (291) zum operativen Verbinden miteinander ausgebildet sind.

9. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 8, wobei die dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) relativ zu der zweiten beweglichen Komponente (27) dreht.

10. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 8, wobei die dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) weiter einen gewölbten Abschnitt aufweist, welcher zwischen den Ausnehmungen angeordnet ist.

11. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 6, wobei die zweite bewegliche Komponente (27) und die dritte bewegliche Komponente (29) jeweils eine Kontaktfläche zur Ausbildung einer Haftreibung zwischen den beiden aufweisen.

12. Die mehrstufige Scharnieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 5, weiter umfassend einen Stopper (20), welcher an dem ersten Abschnitt (21a) der Spindel (21) und entgegengesetzt zu der ersten beweglichen Komponente (25) angeordnet ist, wobei das elastische Element (23) eine Feder ist, welche den ersten Abschnitt (21a) der Spindel (21) umgibt, wobei das elastische Element (23) zwei sich gegenüberliegenden Enden aufweist, welche an dem Stopper (20) und der ersten beweglichen Komponente (25) anliegen.

13. Ein tragbares elektrisches Gerät (5), umfassend:

- einen ersten Körper (51);
- einen zweiten Körper (53);
- ein Gleitmodul, welches mit dem ersten Körper (51) und dem zweiten Körper (53) verbunden ist, wobei der erste Körper (51) eine Fläche (52) aufweist, wobei der zweite Körper (53) auf dem ersten Körper (51) entlang der Fläche (52) gleitbar ist; und
- das tragbare elektrische Gerät (5) dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass es eine mehrstufige Schamieranordnung (2) nach Anspruch 1 aufweist, welche mit dem ersten Körper (51) und dem zweiten Körper (53) verbunden ist, so dass der zweite Körper (53) nach einem Gleiten relativ zu dem ersten Körper (51) in die nicht-verschiebbare Drehbewegung bewegbar ist.

14. Ein tragbares elektrisches Gerät (5) nach Anspruch 13, wobei der erste Körper (51) weiter eine Tastaturanordnung, welche auf der Fläche (52) angeordnet ist, aufweist und der zweite Körper (53) weiter einen Bildschirm aufweist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2), comprenant :

- un axe (21) qui présente une première partie (21a) et une seconde partie (21b) ;
- un dispositif élastique (23) disposé sur la première partie (21a) et adapté de façon à fournir une poussée axiale vers la seconde partie (21b) ;
- un premier composant mobile (25) disposé sur la seconde partie (21b) et comprenant une première structure de came (251) formée sur le premier composant mobile (25) au niveau d’une extrémité opposée au dispositif élastique (23) ; et un deuxième composant mobile (27) disposé sur la seconde partie (21b) et comprenant une seconde structure de came (271) en butée contre la première structure de came (251) ;

2. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’axe (21) présente une section transversale non circulaire.
3. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le premier composant mobile (25) comprend un premier trou axial et le deuxième composant mobile (27) comprend un deuxième trou axial de façon à ce que l’axe (21) pénètre par là, le premier trou axial présentant une section transversale complémentaire de la section transversale non circulaire de l’axe (21) et le deuxième trou axial présentant une section transversale sensiblement circulaire.

4. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 3, dans lequel la première structure de came (251) du premier composant mobile (25) comprend au moins une première surface inclinée (251a) et la seconde structure de came (271) du deuxième composant mobile (27) comprend au moins une seconde surface inclinée (271a), dans lequel la première surface inclinée (251a) s’associe de manière opérationnelle à la seconde surface inclinée (271a) de façon à entraîner le deuxième composant mobile (27) à se déplacer dans une rotation sans déplacement à partir d’une première position vers une seconde position lorsque le premier composant mobile (25) se déplace dans un déplacement sans rotation.

5. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la première surface inclinée (251a) comprend au moins une première extrémité de mise en prise (251b), la seconde surface inclinée (271a) comprend au moins une seconde extrémité de mise en prise (271b) qui correspond à la première extrémité de mise en prise (251b) de façon à contraindre le deuxième composant mobile (27) au niveau de la seconde position.

6. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le troisième composant mobile (29) comprend un troisième trou axial qui présente une section transversale sensiblement circulaire de façon à ce que l’axe (21) pénètre par là.

7. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le deuxième composant mobile (27) et le troisième composant mobile (29) sont respectivement formés avec au moins une structure mâle (275) et au moins une structure femelle (291) de façon à s’associer de manière opérationnelle les uns avec les autres.

8. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 7, dans lequel la structure mâle (275) est une saillie et la structure femelle (291) comprend au moins deux évidements qui sont disposés de manière continue, la saillie étant adaptée de manière à s’accoupler à l’un des évidements respectivement de façon à ce que le troisième composant mobile (29) tourne par rapport au deuxième composant mobile (27).

9. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le troisième composant mobile (29) comprend en outre une partie en dôme disposée entre les évidements de façon à ce que la saillie (21) coulisse dessus.

10. Ensemble charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le troisième composant mobile (29) comprend en outre une partie plate disposée entre les évidements de façon à ce que la saillie soit positionnée dessus en raison d’un frottement statique entre eux.

11. Structure de charnière à plusieurs étages selon la revendication 6, dans laquelle chacun du deuxième composant mobile (27) et du troisième composant mobile (29) est formé avec une surface de contact qui se connecte à la première partie de corps (51) et à la seconde partie de corps (53), la première partie de corps (51) et la seconde partie de corps (53) étant capable de coulisser sur la première partie de corps (51) le long de la surface (52) de celle-ci ; et le dispositif électrique portable (5) étant caractérisé par le fait qu’il comprend une charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 1 qui se connecte à la première partie de corps (51) et à la seconde partie de corps (53), la première partie de corps (51) présentant une surface (52), la seconde partie de corps (53) étant capable de coulisser sur la première partie de corps (51) le long de la surface (52) de celle-ci ; et le dispositif électrique portable (5) étant caractérisé par le fait qu’il comprend une charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 1 qui se connecte à la première partie de corps (51) et à la seconde partie de corps (53) de telle sorte que la seconde partie de corps (53) soit capable de se déplacer dans une rotation sans déplacement après un coulissement par rapport à la première partie de corps (51).

12. Structure de charnière à plusieurs étages selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre un dispositif d’arrêt (20) qui est disposé sur la première partie (21a) de l’axe (21) et opposé au premier composant mobile (25), dans laquelle le dispositif élastique (23) est un ressort qui encercle la première partie (21a) de l’axe (21), le dispositif élastique (23) comprenant deux extrémités opposées qui viennent en butée contre le dispositif d’arrêt (20) et le premier composant mobile (25) respectivement.

13. Dispositif électrique portable (5), comprenant :
   
   une première partie de corps (51) ;
   une seconde partie de corps (53) ;
   un module coulissant qui se connecte à la première partie de corps (51) et à la seconde partie de corps (53), la première partie de corps (51) présentant une surface (52), la seconde partie de corps (53) étant capable de coulisser sur la première partie de corps (51) le long de la surface (52) de celle-ci ; et le dispositif électrique portable (5) étant caractérisé par le fait qu’il comprend une charnière à plusieurs étages (2) selon la revendication 1 qui se connecte à la première partie de corps (51) et à la seconde partie de corps (53) de telle sorte que la seconde partie de corps (53) soit capable de se déplacer dans une rotation sans déplacement après un coulissement par rapport à la première partie de corps (51).

14. Dispositif électrique portable (5) selon la revendication 13, dans lequel la première partie de corps (51) comprend en outre un ensemble clavier disposé sur la surface (52) de celle-ci et la seconde partie de
corps (53) comprend en outre un affichage.
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